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Exposing your puppy to the
world in a way that teaches
them how to feel and act.
Lifelong impact on your puppy.
Always go at puppy's pace.

 

PUPPY
SOCIALIZATION



CRITICAL SOCIALIZATION
WINDOW

Before 16 weeks of age

Brains are little sponges

Novelty is approached with curiosity
during this stage.

As they get older, novelty is approached
with more suspicion. 



PUPPY SOCIALIZATION

Much broader than meeting people and
other dogs - sights, sounds, experiences.

It's not just being "social" - it's preparing
your puppy for life in your world.

Think about all the things your puppy will
encounter in their life as an adult dog.

Neutral to positive experiences - nothing
scary or negative!



HOW TO SOCIALIZE
YOUR PUPPY

Novel surfaces, objects & sounds
Play dress up
Familiar things presented in new ways

Family and friends' homes
Dog-friendly stores (not pet stores)
Parks and trails
Car rides

IN THE HOUSE

OUTSIDE OF THE HOUSE



HOW TO SOCIALIZE
YOUR PUPPY

Variety of people
Balance meeting people with 

You can say no!

Think about what lessons your puppy    

Canine "mentors"

PEOPLE

      people watching.

DOGS

      is learning about other dogs through                   
      their early interactions.



SOCIALIZATION &
VACCINATIONS

The advice to wait until vaccinations are
complete before socializing your puppy is
outdated.
Socialization is too important to delay!
Maternal immunity
Safe socialization options:

"Look & Learn" from the car
Dog Park TV
Lay down a blanket
Shopping cart



SOCIALIZATION TIPS

Watch puppy's body language
Let puppy observe
You stop when they stop
Quality over quantity
Bring treats
Potty puppy before outings



Your dog's way of communicating
with people and other dogs.
Their communication should be
respected.
Your awareness helps prevent
negative experiences.

 

BODY
LANGUAGE



SIGNS OF STRESS &
DISCOMFORT

Cowering
Freezing
Ears back
Hiding
Tucked tail
Itching
Lip Licking
Tight mouth
Tail Wag

"Danger legs"
Whale eye
Yawning
Panting
Avoidance
Vocalization
Lunging
Lip lift
Snapping



SIGNS OF COMFORT 
& HAPPINESS

Loose body
Whole body wiggles
Slightly open mouth
Relaxed ears
Soft eyes
Waggy tail
Soliciting attention
Play bow
Exploratory



BITING

SLEEP! Keep puppy on a schedule.
Management
Choose games wisely.
Intersperse play with calming
activities.
Keep walks short.
Redirect, then separation.
Lots of legal options.



CHEWING

Puppy-proof
Supervision
Management
Meet puppy's needs
LOTS of options
Interrupt & redirect
Red flags



TRADING 
(RESOURCE GUARDING PREVENTION)

Approach & reward
Exchange & reward
Practice with "legal" items so
the routine is established
when you need to get
something "illegal" back
Avoid chasing and prying



QUESTIONS?


